
Hydration is a mathematical measurement of the fluid 
levels in the body. The more hydrated you are, the 
more efficiently you transport nutrients and hormones, 
and flush toxins.

Water transports all substances inside the body
It is the main solvent for vitamins and minerals
A well-hydrated system:
Delivers nutrients to the cells
Delivers oxygen to the cells efficiently
Increases blood oxygen levels
Removes waste materials from the cells
Helps to remove toxic material from liver and kidneys
Is critical for efficient function of  energy-generating cycles
Provides electrical energy for brain function
Is required for the synthesis of  neurotransmitters
Can reduce depression, stress and anxiety
Can restore normal sleep cycles 
Increases the efficiency of  the immune system
Is required for the production of  hormones
Can reduce PMS symptoms
Helps to regulate ocular pressure
Helps to regulate adhesion index of  blood cells
May reduce risk of  heart attacks and strokes
Is necessary for all digestive functions
Can prevent constipation
Reduces the skin’s signs of  aging
Aids in weight loss
Enhances joint flexibility and strength
Enhances athletic performance

“About 8 years ago, I began creating a cellular 
analyzer to take the guess work out of the Wellness 
information being widely quoted within the health 
care field. I gathered all of the information modalities 
which had become standard in the industry proven 
to indicate health concerns before they became 
health problems.

This has resulted in the Optimal Wellness Test, 
which has been a compilation of research in the many 
different fields of science including; Microscopy, 

Standard Blood panel analysis, Standard Urine 
panelanalysis, Standard Saliva panel analysis, 
B io-Terrain analysis, REAMS testing by Dr. Carry 
Reams, Bioelectric Impedance Machine (FDA 
approved system), symptomology, medical diagnosis, 
history intakes, and general questionnaires. Each 
type of research provides valuable scientific data and 
has multiple areas of overlap, providing validation of 
others. It is from these works that I have compiled 
the standards for the Optimal Wellness Test.”

- from Melonie Montgomery,
 Fenestra Research Labs 

In 2003, the Nobel Prize in 
Chemistry was awarded to two 
scientists whose discoveries clarified 
how salts (ions) and water are transported out of 
and into the cells of the body.  

Through these discoveries, Nobel Laureates Peter 
Agre and Roderick MacKinnon contributed to 
fundamental chemical knowledge on how cells 
function to hydrate the body. 

“They have opened our eyes to a fantastic family of 
molecular machines: channels, gates and valves all of 
which are needed for the cell to function.”  - Swedish 
Academy of Sciences, Nobel Foundation.

These stunning discoveries in chemistry clearly 
demonstrate the way a human cell hydrates, one 
water molecule at a time. 

“All living matter is made up of cells. A single 
human being has as many as the stars in a galaxy, 
about one hundred thousand million. The various 
cells – e.g. muscle cells, kidney cells and nerve 
cells – act together in an intricate system in each 
one of us.” - Swedish Academy of Sciences, Nobel 
Foundation
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HYDRATION and OXYGENATION WHAT IS HYDRATION?

Blood O² 88% | 7 Days O² 95% 

WHY IS HYDRATION IMPORTANT?

THE FACTS REVEALED ABOUT WATER 

Understanding HydrationUnderstanding HydrationUnderstanding HydrationUnderstanding Hydration

Water is an essential nutrient that is 
involved in every function of the body.

Through human clinical trials, Quantum Age Water 
proves that drinking water balanced naturally with 
Stirwand™ technology is as vital a source of oxygen for 
our cells as is breathing oxygen through our lungs.

and optimally hydrating the human cell

Clinical Blood Microscopy

Fene stra  Research Labs

The World Leader In Wellness Studies

Until now, even medical science hasn’t been 
able to create a natural sustainable solution 
for raising levels of hydration, oxygenation 
and cellular detoxification. Yet proper hydra-
tion is critical to every bodily function.

Stirwand™ technology raises all three of 
these critical health factors to therapeutic 
levels, by simply drinking the standard daily 
recommended amount of water, which is half 
your body weight in ounces – water stirred for 
20 seconds with a Stirwand™.

Continued use will maintain these therapeutic levels, 
consistently saturating every cell with oxygen to optimize 
the action of the body’s many regulatory and cleansing 
systems.

In our third set of clinical trials completed in December 
2007, Stirwand™ technology produced a 10.25% increase 
in blood oxygenation in 14 days, a 28.5% increase in 
hydration within 30 days and an 18.2% reduction in 
cellular toxins in 90 days.

The Stirwand™ works 
 effectively,
       naturally,
           quickly,
               inexpensively 

Substantial testing 
shows that Stirwand™ 
technology balances and 
stabilizes the chemistry 
in virtually any potable 
water.

Quantum Age Water Stirwands™, through a natural 
non-invasive technology, transforms water to a 
nearly perfect balance for the human cell. 

Through innovative water analysis research and 
hydration testing by Melonie Montgomery of Fenestra 
Research Labs (see panel 4), we’ve discovered the 
required balance of water chemistry that accomplishes 
the above criteria of hydrating and oxygenating 
human cells with single water molecules flowing freely 
into every cell.

In 14 days, drinking stirred water, twelve microscopy 
subjects averaged a 10.25% increase in blood oxygen.

Within 30 days, drinking stirred water, fifty subjects 
averaged a 28.5% increase in hydration over baseline.

At ninety days, drinking stirred water, fifty subjects 
averaged an 18.2% increase in cellular toxin release, with 
no measureable change found in the control group.

WATER MEETS ITS PERFECT MATCH
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HOW MUCH WATER 
IS ENOUGH?

HOW TO USE THE STIRWAND™

 Copyright, Quantum Age Water,  2006
All Rights Reserved.

Sold for personal use only.
For commercial, agricultural or

aquacultural use, contact:
www.quantumagewater.info

Of 40,000 people involved in various studies over 8
years by Fenestra Research, all drinking enough water,
94% were found to still be dehydrated. You need to 
drink enough water, and it needs to be “stirred” water. 
To determine the number of ounces of stirred water to 
drink every day, simply divide your body weight in 
half. Drinking that amount of stirred water daily will 
increase hydration quickly and dramatically.

Quantum Ag e  Water

All wands are hydrating, oxygenating and detoxifying and 
can be used in all the water you drink and use - washing 
machines, baths, pools, spas, �sh tanks, ponds & more.*

Stir the mineral end, in a glass to a gallon, for 20 seconds, 
longer for a larger  container, or simply leave the wand in 
the container, bath, pool, pond, etc, . Will not over 
charge the water, nor a�ect the life of the wand.

�e Gourmet wand is best for food & beverages other 
than water.

All wands are good for everything, including plants - the 
Gardener even better.

Remember your pets, kids, wildlife and livestock too

5 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty. Wash with mild soap. Do 
not microwave, incinerate or lose and it might outlast you.

*Stirwand™ descriptions and suggestions for use are subjective and are 
not intended to represent scienti�c fact except for hydration, 
oxygenation and detoxi�cation claims that have clinical proof. 

STIRWANDS™ 
Making the water you drink count

Forty-�ve day money back guarantee. 
Five year warranty against manufacturer's 
defects.

Information about these products has not been 
evaluated by the Food & Drug Administration. 
�ese products are not intended to diagnose, 
treat, cure or prevent any disease.

*Clinical research based on 24/7 Stirwand™, �e 
Basic Wand. Visit our website for all human 
clinical trials.

Stirwands™ are made from surgical instrument 
grade polymers.

For more information, contact:

Stabilization tests show that stirred water remains more 
than 99.0% stable for a minimum of 48 hours in an 
open container, and remains at more than 95.0% of the 
original chemical balance for a minimum of three 
months in a sealed container.

STIRRED WATER’S STABILITY 
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STIRWANDS
the water you drink count ��QQQ

Made in USA

STIRWAND™ SELECTIONS
All wands are hydrating , oxygenating and detoxify-
ing. Di�erent mineral blends a�ect the amount of 
coherent energ y put out by each Stirwand™, the 
unique enhancing bene�ts of each and hence the 
recommended time of day to use, as noted below. 
See also How To Use The Stirwand™ on the next 
panel.

BASIC 24/7 STIRWAND™
Blue Violet - Day or night use
For ever yday use and stress relief.

OLYMPIAN STIRWAND™ 
Turquoise - Daytime use recommended
For optimizing athletic performance.

ZEN MASTER STIRWAND™
Purple - After hours use recommended
For calming , relaxation, meditation,
soothing baths.

WARM HEART STIRWAND™
Rose - Daytime use recommended
For opening the heart chakra.

GUARDIAN STIRWAND™
Orange - Daytime use recommended
For grounding , stabi l izing , and
strengthening.

ILLUMINATOR STIRWAND™
Yellow - Daytime use recommended
For stimulating mental clari ty, focus, and 
inspiration.

GARDENER STIRWAND™
Amber
Best for enhancing the vi tal i ty of house
and garden plants as wel l as fresh produce.
Ideal for increasing the avai lable oxygen for
�sh and plant l i fe in aquariums and ponds, fresh 
or saltwater. One wand per tank or 500 gal lons.

GOURMET STIRWAND™
Clear
For enhancing the �avors in food ( place in or 
near for 1 minute) and beverages (stir to taste).  
Ideal for inexpensive wines. Not recommended 
for beer.


